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31st March 1921— 
                  The Australian Air Force (AAF) is formed 

 
 
The Australian Army and the Royal Australian Air Force both share the history and heritage of the Aus-
tralian Flying Corps in its significant contribution to both organisations over the past century.  
 
The Australian Air Corps (a 
temporary Army unit) was 
disbanded and the Australian 
Air Force (AAF) was created 
on 31 March 1921.  
 
The AAF immediately took 
possession of existing air-
craft and equipment at Point 
Cook.  
 
Later in the year on 13 Au-

gust, following receipt of approval 
from the King, the Governor General 
signed an order authorising the use of 
‘Royal’ making this the start date for 
the use of the Royal Australian Air 
Force (RAAF) name.  
 
The origins of the Royal Australian Air 
Force extend back to the early days of 

aviation, and Australia has made important 
contributions to defence and peacekeeping 
initiatives across the globe ever since.  

RAAF Centenary 1921-2021 



THE MOSQUITO AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

Articles in this Bulletin have been faithfully reproduced and credit has been given to the reference source where known. If  any details 
are misrepresented or incorrect, please contact the Editor who will makes amends in following publications. 

"Disclaimer: The Mosquito Aircraft Association of Australia Inc. ("the Association") is a privately  funded charitable organisation which 

has no connection with any other body. The views and opinions expressed in any article and/or publication by the Association are those of 

the Association and/or its contributors, and not of the Department of Defence, the RAAF Museum or any other body." 
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Its now 16 months since any of the volunteers have laid a hand on A52-600 due to the Virus and the 
reorganisation of the Heritage asset ownership within the RAAF. Elsewhere in this Bulletin there are 
articles covering these changes, the resulting new structures and personnel now responsible for the 
historical collections of all the RAAF Aviation Heritage Centres. 
 
The RAAF Museum has been split into flying and non flying assets. A new squadron, number 100, has 
assumed responsibility for all flying assets earlier this year at Point Cook and Temora under control of 
the Air Force Training Group.  
 
The static aircraft displays, restoration and historical documentation etc., will be under new manage-
ment at Point Cook. 
 
Sadly A52-600 has been placed into mothballs for the time being while the ‘RAAF Base Point Cook Re-
development Project’ is underway. The outcome will probably be the construction of infrastructure for 
restoration and display of the non-flying collection on a new site within the base that will have lower 
security access requirements. That is, a new entrance for the general public and the volunteers will  
be made in the north west corner of the base and be fenced off from the operational area where se-
curity will be controlled at a higher level. 
 
The MAAA Committee and volunteers wish to thank the ‘old’ management at Point Cook for their assis-
tance, perseverance and friendship over the past decade or two for allowing us to indulge our passion 
of restoring A52-600. We wish to extend our best wishes to those people continuing their new roles in 
other areas under the new structure and welcome the new History and Heritage people to their new 
roles, wishing them every success for the future. 
 
By the way, we will have a very brief AGM in the new financial year… very little to report.! 
 
Any outstanding membership fees for the current year would be appreciated.   Cheers Bob. 

President’s 5 cents worth 

http://www.aussiemossie.asn.au/
mailto:info@aussiemossie.asn.au


The RAAF has released this photo showing one example of every active aircraft in its fleet to mark its 
centenary. 
 
Personnel representing every specialisation and mustering also stood in a 100 formation on 17th 
March at RAAF Base Amberley, Queensland. 
 
RAAF photographer Warrant Officer Ian Gosper said a gathering of this scale hadn’t been attempted in 
more than 50 years. 
 
“We’ve been on continuous joint operations for more than 20 years and quietly been doing our jobs 
and achieving outcomes, but to rack and stack every aircraft type in the inventory into one place at 
one time, and have the people represented, is quite unique,” he said. 
 
On this very day 100 years ago (31st March 1921), the Australian Air Force was formed, and five 
months later, its Royal designation was added to create the Royal Australian Air Force. 
 
It was only the second “Royal” air arm in the British Commonwealth, following the formation of the 
RAF. 
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Commerative photo for the Centenary 



Now that Chief of Air Force (CAF) has approved the 
Air Force Organisational Directive, we will see the 
pace of the transition of the RAAF Museum to History 
and Heritage Branch (HH-AF) and the establishment 
of 100SQN, increase.  

 

The initial phase commenced on 01 Jan 2021, when 
the RAAF Museum, less the heritage flying flight, 
moved across to HH-AF. The new OIC RAAF Museum, 
SQNLDR Mathew Shelley (on promotion to WGCDR) 
started in late January. Emily  Constantine was the 
Acting OIC until Mathew moved into the job and she 
has done a great job. Mr Dave Gardner moved into 
the new Senior Air Force Curator position on 01 Jan 
2021; Dave will be very closely involved in the devel-
opment and management of the Air Force Collection. 

 

Simultaneously, 01 Jan 2021 saw the new 100SQN 
RAAF formed as the parent unit for the Air Force's Mu-
seum Heritage Flight and Temora Historic Flight. The 
new Air Force Heritage Squadron is part of Air Acade-
my within Air Force Training Group. The Squadron will 
fly heritage aircraft from Point Cook and Temora with 
its headquarters at RAAF Base Point Cook.  

 

Of interest, 100SQN was based at Laverton in July 1942, providing a historical connection to the com-
munity at RAAF Base Point Cook. The intent is for 100SQN to be the Air Force's heritage flying squad-
ron much as the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight is for the RAF. 

 

Facilities and Infrastructure 

 

HH-AF has the lead for the new or refurbished infrastructure needed for both the RAAF Museum 
(RAAFM), 100SQN and HH-AF elements at Point Cook. Group Captain Bob Cooper and his Estate Team 
are working with Estate & Infrastructure Group (E&IG), Contractors and CFO to source quick solutions 
to our lack of storage for our extensive Air Force Collection.  

 

In summary, the funded work will include: 

1. Initial program to clean and refurbish 186 and 187 hangars and facilities for 100SQN; 

2. Clean out P104 for urgent interim storage options to allow 186 and 187 to be prepared for 
flying operations use; 
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“The way forward” 

Director-General History and Heritage 

AIRCDRE John Meier 
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3. Interim Storage Hangars 24m x 35m for the RAAF Museum restoration team (sized around 
the Mosquito, one for plant and one for the aircraft restorations); 

4. Continue with upgrade of P197 for artefact storage; 

5. Project underway to source an interim storage capability of a large General Aviation hang-
ar for undercover option for large aircraft; 

6. Design and concept development underway for new display hangars for the HS-748, Cari-
bou and P-3 (we are looking at what can be done to cover the C-130 E and H and Bristol 
Freighter); and 

7. The RAAF Base Point Cook Redevelopment Project has proposed development of a formal 
plan for a new RAAF Museum display facility in the NW corner of RAAF Base Point Cook (to 
improve the display capability and public access to meet security and government policy). 
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Plant and Tools 

 

One of the lessons learnt from the establishment of HH-AF, particularly the integration of the Restora-
tion Support Section (technical volunteers with some Reserve Air Force technicians for restoration  
tasks and for interfacing with Air Force logistics, movements and training), is the need to ensure our 
restoration volunteers and reservists have reliable and safe plant and equipment. With this in mind, 
early in the New Year, I will be seeking advice via the RAAFM Executive for what additional support 
the RAAFM Point Cook volunteers need in terms of plant and tools. We also have an approved uniform 
and work attire established for all our volunteers that will be rolled out early in 2021. 

 

Digitisation of Archives 

 

While work on the refurbishment of the archives building continues apace, GPCAPT Dave Fredericks 
and Ms Emily Constantine have started scoping a project which will see current hard copy records dig-
itised and eventually made accessible to the Australian public. GPCAPT Fredericks and his Canberra 
team have had success in this field lately with all issues of RAAF News and Air Force News being digit-
ised and made publicly available. 

 

Establishment of the Air Force Curator Position 

 

I'm sure most of you have heard rumours of Dave Gardner's imminent re-role. Dave is moving to a 
newly-established position of Air Force Curator. The appointment will address an identified shortfall in 
the Air Force History and Heritage capability, that of a senior, professionally qualified curator who will 
be the Air Force lead for museum practices (displays and training), supervising the Air Force collection 
(identifying shortfalls, duplication, recommending restorations, etc.) and acting as a sounding board 
for me and the Air Force senior leadership team on Air Force heritage issues. 

 

Restoration Projects 

 

The restoration team at Point Cook holds considerable expertise when working on wooden aircraft in 
particular the mighty Mosquito. I am very keen to see the Mosquito on display at the RAAF Museum in 
the future: I expect that moving into roomier and newer facilities will assist this team. In the interim 
there is a need for temporary work spaces so that progress of the Mosquito restoration can continue 
unabated. 

 

Briefings and Meetings 

 

Now that COVID-19 seems to be under control, my intention is to have some HH-AF personnel visit 
Point Cook. In addition to me, the Transition Lead, AIRCDRE Rob Lawson and his deputy, WGCDR Rick 
Dyson will be amongst the first to visit. WOFF Darren Whitford, OIC Restorations, and possibly his lead 
technical volunteer, will also be visiting early in the New Year. Much of their effort will be aimed at ex-
plaining how and why the transition will come about, and equally important, getting the views of eve-
ryone involved in the RAAF Museum's implementation of the transition including: the permanent Muse-
um staff (APS, permanent Air Force, and Reservists), Volunteers and the Friends of the RAAF Museum. 

 

Amberley Restorations 

 

Work on the Anson, Dragonfly and Blitz truck continues to progress. The Anson will soon start to be re
-covered while the Dragonfly re-assembly has benefited from many new replacement parts provided 
by Fleet Air Arm Museum. 



As we are approaching the end of an unusual year which has had a 
significant impact on all of our lives. In mid-March COVID-19 did 
certainly throw the spanner into the works which resulted in RAAF 
Museum (RAAFM)  Management complying with COVID-19 deci-
sions by Federal and State Governments. These decisions resulted 
in RAAFM adjusting to a range of plans and controls for it to oper-
ate in response to curbing the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Hence, conforming to directions from Air Force Headquarters 
(AFHQ), RAAFM initiated the cautionary measures to ensure staff, 
volunteers and the public remained safe and the major element of 
this undertaking included closing the RAAFM to the public and re-
maining closed until further notice. The result of this closure elicited 
the difficult but essential decision for me to advise the Volunteer 
corps (Technical, Restoration, Aircraft Cleaning, Research and Host/
Guides) of their required stand down. 

In addition to the COVID-19 restrictions including working from 
home and rostering staff to attend to contractors' requests and oth-
er issues, RAAFM management has been focusing on the transition from command and control within 
Air Force Training Group (AFTG) to the History and Heritage Branch (HH-AF Branch) within AFHQ. This 
course of action, i.e. the transition, is a direction by Chief of Air Force (CAF), AIRMSHL Hupfeld, from 
December 2019, and has been progressing slowly throughout 2020. The transition emanated from a 
direction of approximately five years ago by the then-CAF, AIRMSHL Brown, directing that the various 
RAAF elements which contributed to its history and heritage capability, be concentrated into a single 
organisation. This decision looked at placing RAAFM into the new HH-AF Branch, but at that time it 
was agreed that the RAAFM would remain with AFTG, essentially based on the need to maintain the 
AFTG airworthiness and flying safety system to support RAAFM's flying heritage aircraft. Since the in-
clusion of the Temora Aviation Museum's (TAM) heritage aircraft into the RAAF, this decision has been 
reviewed and resulted in the decision by CAF to move the RAAFM from AFTG into HH-AF Branch, 
whilst the flying elements of the RAAFM would remain within AFTG, again because of the need for the 
in-place robust airworthiness system. This combined flying element, i.e. RAAFM and TAM, will stand up 
in 2021 as No 100 Squadron (100SQN). In essence, the non-flying components of RAAFM including 
curatorial, public programs (displays), collections management, research, restorations and general en-
gineering will transition across to HH-AF and the technical component will absorbed into 100SQN.  

Another important element of the transition is the distribution of resources including facilities, tooling 
etc which will require division and/or sharing to enable 100SQN to be stood up as an independent unit 
in its own facilities as the priority i.e. as early as possible in January/March 2021. Consequently, to ef-
fectively establish 100SQN within the precinct already accommodating the RAAFM, there is a require-
ment for facilities to be made available for the dedicated use of 100SQN. Thus, buildings P183 (Flying 
Aircraft Storage), P186 (General Engineering Section), P187 (Aircraft Maintenance and Restoration) 
and P201 (Technical, Administration. Smoko, and Ablutions) will accommodate the operational element 
of 100SQN. Ground Engineering and Restoration Sections will continue to function within the RAAFM's 
span of operations but in new facilities at Point Cook. 
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David Gardner OAM 

RAAF Museum Director -  
Final report—written late last year before his re-role 



On the RAAFM side of the transition I will be replaced by an 
Officer in Charge (OICRAAFM) being WGCDR Mathew Shelley 
who will arrive at the unit in January 2021. 

Throughout the period from March 2020 until now, RAAFM 
flying operations have remained suspended, primarily due to 
impacts from COVID restrictions. Command and control of 
the flying element of the RAAFM along with RAAF-owned her-
itage aircraft at TAM will be transferred to 100SQN with ef-
fect from 1 January 2021, under the command of Wing Com-
mander Philip Beanland. A resumption of flying operations is 
expected in the New Year although at this stage the nature 
of that flying is yet to be determined. There have also been 
some changes in the RAAFM's RAAF Reserve pilot group. 
Squadron Leader Warren Hutchinson and Flight Lieutenant 
Chris Jaensch have both re-joined the Permanent Air Force 
with postings to RAAF East Sale to No 32 Squadron and No 1 
Flying Training School respectively. We thank them for their 
contributions to RAAFM display flying and wish them both 
well with their new vocations. 

Whilst the Techos have been generally working from home 
due to COVID-19 restrictions, they have also been subject to a roster system for attendance to main-
tain an interface with contractors carrying out essential works within their area of responsibility. They 
have put a large amount of effort into the planning and preparations to undertake the huge task of 
defueling five aircraft currently on external static display including the C-130E and H models, Orion, 
HS748 and Caribou. The consequence of this activity will be to prevent any environmental damage 
should a leak ever occur. 

Coupled with this task is the preparation of the C-130H for the application of a protective coating to 
provide temporary protection from the elements. This task will be carried out after the aircraft has 
been defueled. Additionally, the Tech team have been involved in tasks associated with the standing 
up of 100SQN such as preparations required to make the separation from the RAAFM as seamless as 
possible, including the completion of the all-important CASA paperwork and integration of RAAFM doc-
umentation. 

evident." Mr Byron Pearton was awarded for his combined military and public service of thirty years, 
Mr David Jones for his twenty years' service, and Mr Gary Walsh for his twenty years' service. Addi-
tionally FSGT Rick Mortellaro received his received his Federation Star for 40 years. On the arrivals 
front, Rod, an RAAF fighter pilot on ops with Fighter Command in the UK during WWII, will take up 
residence in the planned Fighter Command exhibition. 

Additionally, Ms Wendy Lake, who is apparently a bit of an aircraft and airshow tragic, joined us in Oc-
tober as the Customer Service Officer for the RAAFM display reception. Wendy has been working with 
volunteers over the last 12 years. She has worked in animal welfare organizations from Lort Smith Ani-
mal Hospital to Seeing Eye Dogs Australia as well as other welfare organizations such as Melbourne 
City Mission, Ronald McDonald House Melbourne and her first  foray into Volunteer Management was 
the Starlight Children's Foundation. She has a passion for working with volunteers and will be a valua-
ble addition to the RAAFM during this transition and post COVID-19 chapter in the unit's history. Wen-
dy has not followed on from her parent's background as her father was a cook in the Navy and mother 
was in the Women's Land Army.  

As mentioned, joining the RAAFM in January 2021 will be Wing Commander Mathew Shelley. Mathew 
enlisted in the RAAF in 1991. Prior to his commissioning, he was posted to the RAAF Central Band as a 
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Musician where he served his last three years appointed as Staff Music Arranger. Completing Band Of-
ficer training in 2001 at the Defence Force School of Music at Watsonia, VIC. on graduation he was 
awarded the Commandant's prize for conducting and leadership. and also the Australian Band and Or-
chestra Director's Association award for best arrangement for a concert band. In July 2002.  

Mathew was appointed as the Administration Officer and Deputy Music Director of the Air Command 
Band at RAAF Base Richmond. Posted to RAAF Base Williams Laverton in January 2008, Mathew took 
up the post as Administration Officer and Deputy Music Director of the Air Force Band. In 2011, he 
was awarded a Master of Business Administration majoring in Strategic Human Resource Manage-
ment, which will a bonus for the RAAFM during this transition Twelve months later Mathew was pro-
moted to Squadron Leader and appointed Commanding Officer Air Force Band which he served for six 
years. In 2014. Mathew was awarded a Bronze Commendation for commitment to continuous im-
provement initiatives. Attending the Australian Command and Staff Course in Canberra in 2018. 
Mathew graduated with distinction and was posted to the Directorate of Workforce Planning – Air 
Force as the senior workforce planner, where he led the workforce design and planning for future 
space, intelligence and other emerging capabilities. 

Mathew completed his Master of Military and Defence Studies (Advanced) program at the Australian 
National University in 2020 with his thesis subject "The Phenomenon of Art and its Destruction in War-
time," and has been deployed to Solomon Islands, Timor-Leste and Afghanistan. He will be promoted 
to Wing Commander in January 2021 and take up the post of Officer-In-Charge RAAFM. 

And finally me. My immediate move is to the newly established position of Air Force Curator com-
mencing on 1 January 2021. The duties associated with this job will address identified shortfalls in the 
HH-AF Branch capability, that of a senior, professionally qualified curator who will be the Air Force 
lead for museum practices (displays, collection management, training), supervising the Air Force col-
lection (identifying shortfalls, duplication, recommending restorations etc) and acting as a sounding 
board for Director General History and Heritage – Air Force and the Air Force Senior Leadership Team 
on Air Force heritage issues. My place of work will be at Point Cook and external of the RAAFM. 

I extend my heartfelt 
thanks to all you wonder-
ful Volunteers who have 
continued to provide that 
unbridled support and 
never-ending passion for 
all the RAAFM's opera-
tions through thick and 
thin to ensure the preser-
vation of the rich herit-
age of this great Service.  

Your efforts and enthusi-
asm has left an indelible 
mark in my heart. 

All the very best to you 
and your families for 
Christmas and the New 
Year, and I hope you will 
return to your Museum 
duties in 2021. 
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A52-600’s support frame was given eight caravan jockey wheels and released from the bolts securing 
this frame to the hangar floor. She, plus all her infrastructure including shelving with its multitude of 
restored parts, plan drawers, 
wood working and metal 
working machinery etc were 
relocated to P182, the 
RAAFM Paint Facility, and 
placed into indefinite stor-
age. Sadly there is not 
enough room to set every-
thing up again in P182 to 
continue any restoration ac-
tivities for the foreseeable 
future in that location. 
 
The A52-600 restoration will 
resume before the end of 
2021, as long as the Covid 
vaccine rollout proceeds 
apace, with no further lock-
downs and the construction 
of two new RAAF Museum 
restoration, maintenance and 
storage hangars in July 2021 
which will become the new 
home for the A52-600 restoration. Once erected the fitout of services, the establishment of the wood 
and metal working machinery and relocation of A52-600 with all her component parts has occurred, 
restoration can be resumed much to the joy of all volunteers involved. Indeed it has been a very frus-
trating time for all those involved and the uncertainty of the future of this restoration has weighed 
heavily on many people. Fingers crossed, that the wait will not be too much longer. 
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A52-600 into moth-balls 

And where to from here? 

A52-600 now occupies the open space in the above photo with 
no space for work benches and machinery. 



 
 
Future prospects 
 
As mentioned elsewhere in this Bulletin, there are plans to move the Museum to a different location on 
the base over the next few years, hopefully by 2025. This means the construction of new facilities to 
display ‘under cover’ aircraft, general public facilities and amenities such as a coffee shop, souvenir 
shop, the restoration hangars and concreted areas outside to display the larger aircraft such as: 
 
C-130A/C-130E/C-130H Hercules, Hawker Siddeley HS 748, Bristol Freighter, Lockheed P-3 Orion, de 
Havilland Canada DHC-4 Caribou and Bristol Bloodhound SAM etc. 
 
 
The new home will house the historical ‘under cover’ aircraft such as the following: 
 
Replica Aircraft 

Bristol Boxkite, Royal Aircraft Factory B.E.2 and Deperdussin 1910 monoplane. 

Training Aircraft 

Maurice Farman MF.11 Shorthorn, Avro 504K, de Havilland Tiger Moth, de Havilland Vampire T Mk 35,  
CAC Winjeel, Pacific Aerospace Corporation CT/4A and Aermacchi MB-326H. 

 
Technology Hangar 

Supermarine Walrus, Royal Aircraft Factory S.E.5, Douglas Boston, de Havilland Vampire F.30 and UH-
1B Iroquois. 

 
Hangar 180 

CAC Boomerang, Consolidated Catalina, GAF Pika, GAF Jindivik, Hawker Demon, Avro 643 Cadet, de 
Havilland DH.84 Dragon, Bell UH-1 Iroquois, Cessna O-1 Bird Dog, Sikorsky S-51 Dragonfly and CAC 
Sabre. 
 

Strike Aircraft 

McDonnell Douglas F-4E Phantom, General Dynamics F-111G and GAF Canberra. 

 

Storage will also be created for currently non-displayed aircraft such as: 

 
Avro 707A WD280, CAC Wirraway, Douglas C-47 Dakota A65-78, Gloster Meteor T.7, Gloster  
Meteor,F.8, CAC Winjeel, Lockheed Neptune, North American Harvard, Lockheed Ventura, de Havilland 
Vampire T.35, General Dynamics F-111C (A8-125). 
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Commanding Officer 100SQN WGCDR Philip Beanland was formerly executive officer Headquarters Air 
Academy. "I feel extremely privileged to be the inaugu-
ral commander of a professional team working with 
these precious national artefacts,'' WGCDR Beanland 
says.  
 
"I will draw upon my range of operational and training 
experience to lead 100 Squadron by applying contempo-
rary airworthiness practices, safely and effectively. No 
100 Squadron looks forward to safely displaying a well  
preserved fleet to the Australian public over a wide 
range of settings and venues. The heritage fleet of No 
100 Squadron will continue to recognise previous gener-
ations and their service to  our country and inspire the 
next generation to follow in their footsteps." 
 
The new 100SQN is the parent unit for the Air Force's 
Museum Heritage flight and Temora historic flight. The 
non-flying elements of the RAAF Museum will be trans-
ferred to History and Heritage Branch. The new Air 
Force Heritage Squadron will be part of Air Academy 
within Air Force Training Group. 
 
There is a link with the Point Cook area as the original 
100SQN was based at Laverton in July 1942. 
 
Commander Air Force Training Group AIRCDRE Greg 
Frisina said 100SQN was formed in a contemporary fly-
ing squadron structure to support the complex operation of flying and operating heritage aircraft from 
Point Cook and Temora. "The link with History and Heritage will still be maintained, so visitors to the 
RAAF Museum of  ld will not be disappointed. 
 
The museum will house an updated history and heritage ground display and professional flying dis-
plays from the aviators of No 100 Squadron. As the Air Force heritage squadron, No 100 Squadron has 
a proud history and after a 75-year absence, its number fittingly echoes the centenary of Air Force as 
we mark 100 years since  the formation of the RAAF on March 31, 1921," AIRCDRE Frisina said. 
100SQN will contribute to celebrate the Royal Australian Air Force 100th Birthday on 31 Mar 21 by 
partaking in the mass flypast in Canberra.  
 
Hopefully eight 100SQN aircraft including (Lockheed Hudson, CAC Wirraway, CAC Boomerang, T-6 
Harvard, 2 x Spitfires,  CAC Mustang and Kittyhawk P40N) will be part of a mass aircraft formation 
overflying the Governor General's house, Parliament and Lake Burley Griffin, expecting this to attract 
global news coverage. 
 
 
WGCDR Beanland says "Since Sep 2020 an advanced party of 100SQN executives was established to 
standup 100SQN with effect from 1 January 2021 and assist with the RAAFM transition. The 100SQN 
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Commanding Officer 100 Squadron 

Wing Commander Philip Beanland 



Air Force Organisational Directive (AFOD) was approved by CAF on 2 November 2020 which effectively 
authorised the funding of establishment (personnel) and other resources.  

 
On the 11 January 2021 100SQN personnel were posted into 
100SQN from RAAF Museum, Temora Historic Flight (previously di-
rectly commanded by HQ AFTG) and other parts of Air Force. This 
action has now seen 100SQN grow to 54 personnel and 100SQN 
has established a headquarters in Buildling P003 at RAAF Base 
Point Cook and has been busy in cleaning and refurbishing our 
flight line and hangars (P186, 187 and P183 which we share equally 
with RAAFM).  
 
"To fit our expanded fleet of aircraft and conduct maintenance 
safely at Point Cook, 100SQN has required the removal of RAAFM 
restoration projects, equipment and artefacts from our hangars. 
Whilst this has caused some disruption, I am advised by RAAFM 
staff that the temporary home is just that and new hangars will be 
constructed later this year subject to E&IG approval. The 100SQN 
maintenance hangars (P186 and P187), as required by the Civil Avi-
ation Safety Authority, will be now totally dedicated to aircraft stor-
age and maintenance. 

 
"Point Cook-based 100SQN technical staff will continue to assist with RAAFM technical tasks however, 
I am cognisant that our main effort is to maintain and display airworthy aircraft. I would like to em-
phasise that I will continue to welcome volunteer support by those who support the RAAFM, we recog-
nise the importance of this relationship and assistance. 
 
The new RAAFM OIC WGCDR Mathew Shelley will be the main point of contact regarding volunteer 
support. 
 
"100SQN is looking forward to supporting all tasked display obligations in our centenary year, COVID-
19 permitting and into the future. We will be doing this by utilising a combination of aircraft from both 
Temora and Point Cook, tailoring the required effect with the appropriate aircraft. Additionally it is ex-
pected that 100SQN will continue to display at the RAAFM and RAAF Heritage Centres located around 
Australia." 
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Point Cook based aircraft 
 
CAC Mustang   A68-170  VH-SVU 
CT-4A    A19-077  VH-NZP 
Sopwith Pup      VH-PSP 
NA Harvard    NZ1075  VH-HVD 
Sopwith Snipe     VH-SNP 
RAF RE8 RE8-1   0003  VH-OTF  
CAC Winjeel    A85-439  VH-FTS 
DH Tiger Moth   A17-692  VH-AWA 
Wright Kittyhawk P40  A29-90 
 
 

Temora based aircraft 
 
Canberra    VH-ZSQ 
Cessna A37    VH-XVA 
Spitfire Mk.Vlll   VH-HET 
Spitfire Mk.XVI   VH-XVI 
DH Vampire    VH-VAM 
Lockheed Hudson   VH-KOY 
CAC Wirraway   VH-BFF 
CAC Sabre    VH-IPN 
CAC Boomerang   VH-MHR 
Ryan STM    VH-RSY 
Glos. Meteor F8   VH-MBX 
DH Tiger Moth   VH-UVZ 
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Point Cook 
 
The collection includes: 
 
• 400,000 historical objects  
• 1 million photographs and 4 million negatives  
• the largest collection of material relating to Australia's rich military 

aviation history  
• Numerous aircraft—see list on page 11 of this Bulletin 

RAAF Aviation Heritage Centres 

Amberley 
 
The collection includes: 
 
• Vietnam War era aircraft 
• Ground Defence and Security Forces 
• Ground support equipment 
• Simulators 

Townsville 
 
The collection includes: 
 
• RAAF (and the USAAF) in the SW Pacific 1939 -1946 
• Maritime operations 
• Support to Army tactical operations 

Williamtown 
 
 The collection includes: 
 
• Air Defence 
• Forward Air Control 
• Mirage, Sabre, Meteor, Vam-

pire and F-111 

Wagga 
 
The collection includes: 
 
• The Australian Empire Training Scheme in the Riverina 
• Trade Training in the RAAF (especially Technical Training) 
• Mirage, Meteor, Canberra and F-111 
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Back to the Track 

24 July – 15 August 2021  

In July and August 2021, groups of military vehicle collectors from across Australia will converge on 
Alice Springs and make the wartime journey and travel along the ‘Track’ to Darwin to commemorate 
the 76th anniversary of VJ Day and the end of the Second World War in the Pacific. 

This event is for restored WW2 Allied Military Vehicles, and will re-enact the military supply convoys 
that ran from Alice Springs to Darwin (Larrimah) during the Second World War that became known as 
the Track, or North South road to fortress Darwin during the Battle for Australia. 
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DATE PROPOSED ITINERARY (TBC) 

Sun 1st Aug Alice to Barrow Creek 

Mon 2nd Aug Barrow Creek to Devils Marbles Hotel. 

Tue 3rd Aug Devils Marbles to Tennant Creek. 

Thur 5th Aug Tennant Creek to Elliott 

Fri 6th Aug Elliott to Larrimah 

Sat 7th Aug Larrimah (Gorrie Airstrip) to Mataranka 

Sun 8th Aug Mataranka to Katherine 

Tue 10th Aug Katherine to Adelaide River 

Fri 13th Aug Adelaide River to Coomalie Airstrip 
Free camping / showers / toilets / good cooking facilities / party central – two nights 
stay – Host: Richard Loxton, who has reconstructed a complete WW2 Bomber and 
Fighter Base complete with WW2 Hospital, Chapel and control tower. This is the site 
of the last bombing raid on Australian soil (1943). Good bush camp cooking facilities. 
The park was originally an Intelligence Army Base during WW2. 

Thur 12th Aug Coomalie Airstrip activities – This is an operational airfield with light / experimental 
and ex-military aircraft landing and taking off and has been reconstructed as a com-
plete WW2 Bomber and Fighter Base complete with WW2 Hospital, Chapel and Con-
trol tower. This is the site of the last bombing raid on Australian soil (1943). 

Fri 13th Aug Coomalie Airfield to Palmerston 
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Alice to Darwin (TBC) 
Approx 1,500 km. 
 
 
Darwin (Finish) - 13 Aug 
 
Coomalie Creek - 11 Aug 
 
Adelaide River - 10 Aug 
 
Katherine - 08 Aug 
 
Mataranka - 07 Aug 
 
Larrimah - 06 Aug 
 
Elliott  - 05 Aug 
 
Tennant Creek - 03 Aug 
 
Wauchope - 02 Aug 
 
Barrow Creek - 01 Aug 
 
Alice (Start) 


